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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
.1.1 Objectives

The primary objective of this report 1s to present

the t1ndtngs of the tnvest1gat1on of the pulse operation
wavelength character1s.t 1cs of infrared emitting diodes at

room .temperature.

The area of interest 1s the change 1n

or

peak em1ss1on wavelength caused by the temperature rise
the diode junction during the appl1eat1on of a current

pulse.

Major emphasis will be placed on the use of

transient thermal resistance ot an infrared emitting diode
to enable tne prediction of emission wavelength change.
The secondary objective 1s to present information in the
area or · sem1conductor light emission.
..

.

1.2 Procedures
The rirst step is to investigate literature to

'

obtain background information 1n the area of semiconductor
light emission.

General information 1n this area will be

presented tn Chapter 2.
The next step is to identify the characteristics

or

infrared emitting diodes which describe or influence the
change of peak emission wavelength.

present tnformat1on 1n this area.

Chapter 3 will

•

.- 4

2
. '
Having defined the baseline of infrared emitting

diodes as related to wav8length shift, the next
appropriate step 1s to establish a wavelength measurement
technique to allow tor the deter.mlnat1on of wavelength
change of pu:Lse - operated infrared emitting diodes.

This

1nformat1on will be presented 1n Chapter 4.
Having established a wavelength measurement

tecltn1que, the next step 1s to measure values of transient
thermal resistance for an infrared emitting diode and
compare predicted values of peak emission wavelength

against measured values.

This information will be

presented in Chapter 5.
Finally, the conclusion of the research effort
will be presented 1n Chapter 6 •

. ·.
•

•

-·
•
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CHAPTER 2

SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT EMISSION
2.1 General Information
The history of semiconductor light emission goes
back to the early 1900's.

M1ms (1) relates that an

electrical engineer named Henry J. Bound, 1n 1907,
touched two wires connected to a battery across a crystal
of silicon carbide and observed that the cr7stal emitted
~ellowish
~t

light.

Although Round may not have realized 1t

the time, he had operated the first crude light

emitting diode.

A period of

SS

years followed when 1n

1962, as presented by Gooch (2), Hall and co-workers at
the General Electric Research Laboratories 1n Schenectady,

New·

Yor~,

succeeded 1n making the first semiconductor ·

laser which followed the ruby laser in 1960 and the gas

laser 1n .1961.
The above mentioned sem1cond~ctor light emission
sources, namel7, light emitting diodes and semiconductor
lasers, are similar 1n that their operation 1s based on an

electrical current being passed through a p-n junction.
The major difference is that the light em1tt1ng diode 1s
an incoherent radiation source while the semiconductor
laser, as the name implies, 1s a coherent radiation

-·
•

source.

4
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Besides the p.n junction semiconductor laser,

there are other types ot semiconductor lasers, such as
those presented by Sze (J). wh1eh employ optical, electron
beam and avalanche breakdown methods to achieve laser
t

•

action.
The

ln~rared

emitting diode, whose pulse operation

wavelength characteristics are the sub3ect

or

this report,

followed the light emitting diode in development and 1s
identical in operation with the exception that the
radiated emission 1s in the infrared portion ot the
spectrum.
Information regarding the phJs1cs

or

light and

infrared emitting diodes and semiconductor lasers 1s
readily available and therefore will not be presented in
this report except when revelent to the research effort.
2.2 &1sht and Infrared Emitting Diodes
The light emitting diode (sometimes referred to as
luminescent diode) and the infrared emitting diode are
much simpler than the semiconductor laser.

They are

~.

'

semiconductor diodes which emit visible and infrared
energy when forward biased.
There are man7 types ot structural configurations
tor light and infrared emitting diodes.

Configurations

include tlat, mesa, dome and optical tiber em1tt r

designs.

Two tlat emitter configurations are

1n Figure 1.

1llustrat~d

The n-type material 1s selected to be

•

-·
.

5
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relatively transparent at the emission wavel ngth.

N

I'-

I

II'

~C.ONTf\C.TS ~
(a) Planar surface emitter
Pig. 1

I

'

I '

', I

CONTI!\C. T

(b) Edge

~

j

emitter

Light and infrared emitting

diode flat configurations

A typical curve for output power as a function or

forward current 1s shown in Figure 2 for the continuous
operat1o11 of light and 1ntrared em1 tt1ng diodes.

Th

radiation starts at low values of forward current and
increases nearl7 linearly until the output decreases due
to overheating or saturation of the 11ght-em1tt1ng process.

RATED
CURI\ENr

FoRWARD

C.URReNT

Fig. 2 Bad18Jlt tlux versus forward current tor
typical light and infrared emitting diodes

•

-•
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The light and infrared em1tt1ng diodes ma7 also be
operated in the pulse mode.

Additional 1ntorm t1on 1n

th1s area w1ll be presented 1n Chapter ).
The wavelength of photon

emission,~,

is given as

h c

\.....

(2.1)

n= T

where

-a+

h• 6.624 X 10

joule-seconds

c• 3 X 108 meters per second
E- energy 1n joules that separates the valence and

conduction bands tn the semiconductor diode

By expressing the denominator ot the above equation

as E3 , the bandgap separation 1n electron-volts, we obtain
the following
.)) _

-

1240 nanometers

(2.2)

Es

A well defined bandgap will produce essent1 117
monochromatic radiation.

.

However, the light and 1nfr

d

emitting diodes have spectral band~1dths (spectral line
width between halt-1ntens1t7 points) ot t7plcall
nanometers.

25 to SO

The wide variation is due to variations 1n

the bandgap and transition levels therein.

B7 using sem1conductors with different bandgaps, 1t
is possible to obtaln radiated emission from the blue
portion

or

the visible spectrum to more than JO micrometers

•

-•

7
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1n the infrared spectrum.
2.) Semiconductor Lasers
As

previously mentioned, there are man1 types of

semiconductor lasers.

However, this section will be

devoted to one, name17, the injection laser (sometimes
called the p-n junction laser), because of its commercial
availability and its similarity to light and infrared

em1tt1ng diodes 1n being a current dependent diode
radiation source.
The basic configuration

illustrated in Figure ).

or

the 1nject1on laser 1s

It 1s noted that the presented

CURRENT
FL. OW
1\C.TlVG.

RE(i.\0~

...
C..OWTf\C.T

Fig. )

Injection laser configuration

configuration is stm1lar to the tlat edge em1tte
conf1gurat1on shown for light and infrared em1tt
diodes.

A pair

or· parallel

g

planes are polished or cleaved

perpendicular to the plane of the P-n junction.

The two

remaining sides of the diode have rough ned surfaces to

•

_

...

8
.. '
eliminate lasing ln directions other than the main one.

This type ot structure 1s called a Fabry-Perot cav1t7.
The injection laser operates similarly to an
incoherent emitting diode when operated at low rorw rd
currents.

Howe?er, as shown 1n P1gure 4, 1:r the rorward

TH RESHOL. "D Pol NT
WHERE '-A-siNGS EG-1 NS

...

FOR W A R D

c cJ R R E NT

F1g. 4 Radiant flux Yersus forward current
.tor a typical injection laser

-

current exceeds a threshold, lasing occurs and there is
~jor

change 1n the slope

forward current curve.
em1t~1ng

or

the

outpu~

power versus

Unlike the light and infrared

'

diodes at room temperature, the P-D junction

laser cannot be operated 1n the continuous mode.
because

lasing.

or

This is

the h1gh current densities required to produo

As reported b7 BCA Corporation

(~),

a typica

threshold current 1s 10 amperes with a peak rorvard

current being 40 amperes.

The current density to pr due

lasing ean be 10.000 to 20,000 amperes per square

.

9

'

centimeter with the operating current density being
typically 50,000 amperes per square centimeter.
Sustained application of these high current densities

would cause a very rapid rise 1n junction temperature,
quenching

or

the diode.

the- lasing action and eventual destruction of
Therefore, P-n Junction lasers must be operated

onl7 1n the pulse mode and within the spee1f1ed maximum
pulse duration and duty cycle.

Typical values for p-n

junction laser maximum pulse duration and duty factor are
2 microseconds and 0.1 percent respectively.

The P-n junction laser mentioned above is referred
to as a homostructure injection laser because 1t 1s made
-of a single material such as gallium arsenide.

The n and

p regions are formed by the addition of dopants.
advancement

or

An

the p-n junction laser is the heterostructure

injection laser which has enabled continuous wave laser
operat1Qn at room temperature.

The basic principle

heterostructure injection laser is the use

or

or

the

gallium

alum1num .arsen1de ·1n the case of a galf1um arsenide laser
to form an optical waveguide based 1 on the difference in
the index of refraction for each material to contain the

light emission in the active region.

The r sult is a

decrease 1n the threshold current sufficient to allow
operation at room temperature in the continuous mode.
Similar to the light and 1nf

red emitting diode,

the emitted radiation ·o r the injection laser is generated

•

-•
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b7 a process of recombination.

The emission wavel

1s determined by the bandgap and the doping

or

gth

th

semiconductor.
The spectral bandwidth ot an 1nject1on laser 1s
typ1call7 3.5 nanometers which 1s approx1matelJ one-t nth

that

or

light and

1n~rared

em1tt1ng d1odes •

..
•

11
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CHAPTER

3

INFRARED EMITTING DIODE
WAVELENGTH CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 General
As

Infoi~at1on

previously stated, the ar·e a ot interest of thls

report 1s the change 1n peak emission waYelength caused

b7 the temperature rise of the diode junction during the
application of a current pulse.

or

Because of the common use

gallium arsenide for infrared emitting diodes, this
w111 limit discussion to that type material.

~report

The peak em1ss1om wavelength data as given tor
gallium arsenide infrared emitting diodes by manufacturers
1~

based oft stead7 state conditions.

Table )-1 presents

· emission wavelength data f'or some common infrared emitting
diodes.
Table J-1. Emission Wavrlength Data
Manufacturer

Type

Peak
Wavelength

Texas Instruments

TIXL2?

940 nm

:300 mA

Texas Instruments

TIL26

9JO nm

JS mA

Spectron1cs

SE~53

9lJ.O nm

100 llA

25 •c-ease

General Electric

LEDSb

940 nm

100 mA

25 °C-eas

SG1004

940 nm

RCA

-

Forward

Current

50

mA

Te p

atw:·~

25°C-stud

2.5 •c air

21 0 C-ca e

-•
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As seen from the table, the value of peak emission
wavelength is based

on

ma1nta1n1ng a reference temp ratur

constant for a stated value

or

forward current.

Stud

temperature is associated with power type lnfrar d
emitting diodes while case temperature is associated with
metal case devices.

The stud and case type de lees are

usually mounted on appropriate heat sinks with the stud

or

and ·case acting as the interface for removal
the diode junction.
plastic enclosed

heat trom

Air temperature is the reference ror

d~odes.

The importance

temperature is that the wavelength

o~

o~

this reference

peak emission, for

the specified forward current, varies directly with the

change 1n reference temperature.

Typical values of change

1n wavelength of peak emission versus reference temperatur

as found on manufactUrer data sheets vary bet een 0.27 and
0.30 nanometers per °C.

Additional consideration of this

factor will be presented later 1n this report.
· More important is the establishment ot a baseline

.

to describe the junction thermal behavior
emitting diode.

or

an 1ntrar d.

The appropriate c~d1date 1s the thermal

-

resistance ot the diode.

This 1s because the value ot

thermal resistance relates change ot the junction
temperature to the input power to the device.
).2 Thermal Resistance
Thermal resistance 1s the ratio of temperature rise
to the rate at which heat is generated within a device

.

. ..

1)

. '
under steady state cond1t1ons.

It 1s noted that so.me

reference material uses the term thermal impedance 1n

place of thermal resistance.

The normal units tor th rmal

resistance are °C/W.
As presented by Texas Instruments Incorporated (5),

the thermal resistance of an infrared emitting diode 1s
a difficult parameter to calculate accurately but one
which can be measured with a reasonable degr e

or

accuracy.

The junction temperature can be approximated b7

(3.1)
where

TT • junction temperature
P~

• input power(forward current t1mes forward
voltage)

&7 R• junction to temperature reference thermal

resistance

T f\

= temperature

of reference point

The method used to measure the th,rmal resist
a diode 1s based on the fact that

~he

or

ce

voltage across a

p-n t7pe junction at a fixed forward current varies
inversely and almost 11nearl7 with the junction temp

ture.

The first step in the measurement process is to cal1b ate
the diode tn an oven at a constant forward current.

The

calibration current 1s small compared to the maximum

allo able forward current ,s pecified ror continuous direct

ourrent operation.

The

esult 1s a curve

or

forward

-

•

.. '
voltage versus junction temperature for the diode
will be used as a calibration standard.

14
h1ch

It 1s 1mpor ant

that the preceding voltage me,a surement be made arter the

.

junction temperature has reached steady state temperature
1n order to m1n1m1ze measurement error.

The next step 1s

to place the diode on a constant temperature heat sink 1n
o~

the case

stud and case trpe dev1ees and 1n a constant

temperature air environment 1n the case of plastic enclosed
diodes.
d1ree~

Test circuitry eapable

or

1nterrupt1ng forward

current through the diode for periods

or

100

microseconds at about a one-percent duty cycle is used
as the basis for providing the additional information

necessary ror determining the thermal resistance of the
diode.

During the 100 microsecond period, the calibration

current used in the first step 1s applied to the diode and
the forward voltage is measured for different values of

forward .current.

As before, the voltage measure ent must

be made after the junction temperature reaches the ste

state value.

.

The 3unction temperature corr spond ng to

measured values of

~orward

prev1ous11 obtained forward voltag

temperature curve.

'

voltage 1s read from the
Tersus junction

In this manner, a plot ot junction

. temperature versus input power ma7 be obtained b7 taking
power and

~orward

forward current.
thermal resistance

voltage readings for several values of
The slope of the obtained curve 1s the
o~

the infrared em1tt1 g diode.

7

•

-..

.
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or

The thermal resistance

stud and case type 1nr

emitting diodes 1s usuall7 spec1r1ed as elewh1ch rep

red
sents

the steady state rise 1n junction temperature with respect
to the case

(s~ud)

per watt

or

applied 1nput power.

T 1s

1s because these type devices are usuall7 operated when
mounted on a heat sink.

The thermal resistance of

enclosed infrared emitting diodes 1s specified as

last1o
e~~

since

amb1ent air temperature 1s used as the reference tor
determining the temperature r1se of the diode junct1on.
some instances, manuraoturers also give the value
tor metal case diodes.

or

In

9~~

This allows tor the determination

of maximum operating characteristics when a heat sink is not
·used ror the diode cooling but instead ambient air.
values

or

thermal resistance,

e~c

,

are on the order

T7p1c 1

or

10

to 20 °C/W tor power type infrared em1tt1ng d1odes and SO
to 100 °C/W for metal ease types.

Typical values or

e~A

tor plastic enclosed diodes range between 200 and )00 °C/ •
The use of the thermal resistance value for a de 1oe
1s best illustrated b7 an example.

Suppose we ha.,e

'

dev1ce with max1mum ratings as tollowss

Junction temperature

100 °C

Thermal resistance (junction-case)

20 °C/W

Thermal resistance (junction-air)

120 °C/W

Tho first area

or

concern will be to determine t e

junction temperature when the deT1ee 1s operated without

.

16
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a t1eat sink 1n an ambient temperature

an input power

or

or

40

°c

and with

In this case we can use

lSO m1111watts.

equation ).1 which results 1n
' T - ·.150

•

wX

120 °C/W

+

40 °0

58 °C

The second part of the example w111 be to determine
the rat1ng (°C/W) of the heat stnk required to maintain
the Junction temperature below the maximum rating when the
input power 1s J watts (assumed to be w1th1n the device
safe area of operation) and the ambient temperature 1s 25

°C.

Aga1n, we use equation ).1 and the fact that the

-thermal resistance,

e~R'

1s equal to the sum of e 1G and

eHS' the thermal resistance ot the heat stnk.

tor

eH5 ,

Solving

we obte1n
eHS a

(T7 - TA)/P:D- eTG

• (100 °C - 25 °C)/3 w

• s °C/W

•

The above example excluded trie thermal resistance ot
the connection between the case ot the dev1ce and the heat
s1nlt.

The value is on the order of

o. 5 o C/W

and 1s based

on the heat sink aavtng good surrace contact with the
device and a thermally conductive grease covering the

entire contact area.

This Yalue becomes s1gn1t1eant 1n

manr high power dev1ce applications, power transistors

.

1?

'

1n particular, where

e~c

ma7 be on the order

or 1 °C/W or

less.
The concept

o~

thermal resistance 1s not applicable

to pulse operation
of infrared emitting d1od s hen the
.
pulse length 1s less than the ttme necessary tor th
(

device to reach thermal equ111br1um because the stead7
state value does not take into account the thermal
capacity of the device.

An approach which seems promising

1s to look at the application of transient thermal

or

res1stance to describe thermal behavior

1nfrared

em1tt1ng diodes.

).3 Transient Thermal Resistance
As presented b7 Motorola Semiconductor Products
Incorporated (6), a time dependent factor r(t) is applied
to the steady state thermal resistance value to account
tor thermal capac1t1 of a device.

Thermal resistance, at

a given ·time, 1s called transient thermal resistance and
1s given b7
•

(.).2)

The transient thermal resistance has been det

1ned

to be e%tremely complex when presented as a math mat1c
. expression.

The response 1a, therefore, plotted r o

empirical data.

The value of r(t) 1s t

st determined as

a runct1on of pulse width tor a duty c7 le, D, eq

zero where

to

.

•

•

-·
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D•

Pulse Width lt~
· PUlse Repetition Per1o ('Q

().))

A dut7 cycle of zero for a given pulse width 1mpl1es

an 1nf1n1te pulse repetition period and allows tor single
B7 apply1ng a step function change 1n

pulse analysis.

input power tor a

g1~en

pulse width, we can measure

3unct1on temperature at the end ot the pulse 1n a manner
s1m1lar to that employed for determining the thermal

or

resistance

a

We can then use equation ).1

de~1ce.

With 9 Tl\replaced b7 e~R(t) and then solve for the

transient thermal resistance.

From equation ).2, we

solve for r(t) as tollows

The

a~ve

method is repeated for a number ot

different pulse w1dths.

ror different values

o~

The procedure is then repeated
dutr cycle.

The values of r(t),

the nor.m&l1zed transient thermal resistance, are than
plotted versus pulse width for the selected values ot
duty cycle.

'

A typical curve of r(t) versus pulse w1dtb

tor a transistor 1s shown 1n Figure 5 tor duty c7cles ot

O, 0.1, and 0.5.
An'

example best illustrates the use of tran lent

thermal resistance data. Assume we are using a

ran 1stor

which 1s represented by the curves contained in Figure S
operating under the following conditions•

..
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0.01

0.1

1.0

lO

iOO

lOOO

PUL-SE \AJI:OTH (MS)

F1g. S Typical transistor curves or
r(t) versus pulse width for selected
duty cycles

sw

Input pulse power

1JilS

Pulse duration

•

Pulse repetition period

10 ms

Case temperature (constant)

so

Thermal resistance (junction-case)

#.

°C

3S °C/W

The first part of the example is to find the

3unct1on temperature at the end or the t1rst pulse.
this ease we
tor

ce.tl

In

use equation ).1 with e~c.(t) substituted

e 3' R which results

1n

•

20
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The term r(l ms) is read d1reetl7 from the graph ot
Figure S us 1ng the

n-o

T :r •

curve.

Therefore we have

.15 X )5 °C/W X

s w+

50 °C

• 76.25 °C
The second part of the example 1s to find the
junction temperature at the end of a puls.e under steadr

state conditions.

1s 0.1.

In this case we see that the duty cycle

we therefore obtain the value

or

r(l ms) from the

D=0.1 curve which results 1n
·T~ •• 23 X
D

35 °C/W X 5 w +

so

°C

90.25 °C

The average junction temperature is given bf using
the~ ave~age

input power,

~:D

times D, in equation ).1 wh1oh

gives .
TT(I\V)

= 35 °C/W X • s w +

• 67.5 °C

'

so

°C

It is noted that the junction temperature at the end

or any power pulse does not equal the sum or the average
temperature rise (17.5 °C 1n this example). the rise due
to one pulse (26.25 °C tn this example) and the reference
temperature because coo11ng occurs between power pulses.

As

seen above, the concept of transient thermal

.

.
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res1stariee is a useful tool for analysing the pulse
operation behavior ot devices.

It allows tor the use ot

lower power rated devices for low dut7 cycle applicat1ons.

3.4 Use or Transient Thermal Resistance for Infrared
Em1tt1ng .D1odes
The value of thermal resistance 1s presently used b7
manufacturers to describe the steady state behavior of the
infrared emitting diode junction temperature.
made possible by the fact that the

Th1s 1s

rad1ated ~ power

output

(which represents a eool1ng process) is a very small
percentage of the input power (typical values range
between

0.5 and 2.0 percent) and that the percentage

remain fairly constant over the operating range.

This 1s

also the case for operating the diode 1n the pulse mode.
Further, any major change in radiation efficiency will
produce a very minor change in the power dissipated in the
device because of the low efficiency.

Therefore, the use

of transient thermal resistance is considered a usetul
technique to describe the behavior of the infrared

'

emitting diode junction temperature.

Since we ean use transient thermal resistance to
determine the junction temperature of the infrared
emitting diode for pulse mode operation, the last
remaining area of concern 1s to describe the variation 1n
peak emission wavelength as a function ot junction

temperature.

_..
·•
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As previously stated, the wavelength

or

peak emission

for an infrared em1tt1ng diode, for a fixed forward
current, varies directly with reference temperature.

For

gall1um arsenide type light emitting diodes, this
t

variation 1s 11near.

The problem 1s that manUfacturers

data expresses the change 1n peak emission wavelength as a
function of the stud or case temperature and not the

Junction temperature.

As 1t turns out, the stated value

1s slightly lower than the desired value,

The actual

value ot peak emission wavelength change per unit change
1n junction temperature can be obtained from the
character1st1cs
•

or

the diode •

Consider a typical infrared emitting diode w1th the
following stated character1st1csa

Forward current (continuous)

100 ma

Thermal resistance (junction-case) ·

75°C/W

Wavelength temperature coefficient
("case temperature at stated forward

0.28 nm/°C

·current)

·~

•.

Forward voltage temperature eoeff1c1ent -1.8 mv/°C
(at stated forward current)
Assume that we have a 50
temperatur •

°C

change 1n the case

We see that tor the stated forward current

the forward voltage drop across the diode decreases b7

90 m1111volts.

ot 9 m1111watts.

Th1s represents a decrease 1n input po er
This implies by use of the stated

••
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t

thermal resistance value that the temperature difference
between the case and junction decreased by o. 6?5

° c.

Therefore, the corresponding rise 1n junot1on temperature
1s 49.325 °C whioh results in a value
t

per °C for the

vaJlue of

or

0.28~ nanometers

peak em1ss1on wavelength change

per unit change 1n junction temperature.
Based on the above, we see that we can use the

manufacturers stated value of peak emission wavelength
change per unit change 1n case or stud temperature for a

particular diode as

a

reasonable approximation to describe

the peak emission wavelength change per unit change 1n

junction temperature.

).S

~11se

Mode Operation of Infrared Em1tt1ng Diodes

Before one attempts to operate an infrared emitting
diode tn the pulse mode, a review of some basic factors

is in order.
The maximum peak forward current,
mode operation

c~~

IFP~•

tor pulse

be approximated by
·~.

().5)
where
IFM

D

a

= ms.x1mum

rated continuous forward current

duty cycle

As can be seen, 1:r we desire to increase the peak
forward current (maximum) while operating the device 1n

~

the

p~se

'
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mode, we must decrease the duty cycle.

This

implies that we either decrease the pUlse width or
increase the pulse repetition period

or change bOth

parameters to achieve a reduction 1n duty cycle.

--

11m1t1ng value o:f maximum peak

~orward

The

current for pulse

operation is usually based on the value of current that
will cause bonding wires 1ns1de the device to open.

Tb1s

value is specified by manufacturers and is given for a
stated pulse width and duty cycle.

the order

o~

Typical values are on

5 to 10 amperes.

The approxtmat1on of equation 3.5 does not include
any
...

consideration of temperature and power dissipation

factors.

For proper design of a system employing

tnfrared emitting diodes, these factors are very important
and should be considered as well as trade-ofts such as
dut7 cycle, pulse repetition period and peak current.

The

manufacturers data sheet should be used as a basis for

design with

part1e~ar

attention given to the absolute

.

max1mum ratings for the infrared emitting diode.

'

"·

. .......

..

. ..

.
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CHAPl'ER q.
WA~GTH

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

4.1 General Information
A sound wavelength measurement technique 1s
essential to allow for the determination of wavelength
changes associated with pulse operated infrared em1tt1ng
diodes.

Some important factors to be considered are the

type of instrument to be used for the wavelength
measurement, the input optical system to be used to match
-the source to the wavelength measurement instrument and

the .techn1que used to measure the wavelength measurement
instrument output.

4.2 Wavelength Measurement Instrument
The wavelength measurement instrument

a~ailable

-to measure the peak emission wavelength change of

.

infrared emitting diodes is the H11ger-Engis Model 1000 ,
Monochromator Spectrometer.

'

The unit 1s a plane grating,

symmetrical Czerny-Turner spectrometer 1n which radiation
transmitted through the entrance slit 1s collimated and
directed toward the diffraction grating b7 a colltmat1ng
mirror.

The diffraction grattng disperses the incident

rad1at1on and part of the dispersed radiation falls onto a
focusing mirror which directs and focuses the spectrum to

. -·
•

•c
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and at the ex1t slit.

The layout

or

the czernr-Turner

spectrometer 1s illustrated 1n Figure 6.
length for both

~he

The focal

collimating and focusing mirror 1s one

meter.

COLLI IV\ AT lNG-

MlRROR.
.··

Fig. 6 Layout of czerhyTur.ner spectrometer

'
For changing the wavelength band passing through the
exit slit, the diffraction grating 1s rotated either by a
manual drive or by a motor drive.

The wavelength

or

the

outgotng radiation 1s indicated by a mechanical counter,

directly 1n angstroms.

By changtng diffraction gratings,

the spectrometer can be used over the wavelength range ot
185 nanometers to JO micrometers.

.

·.

2?

'

The instrument will be used with a one m1cromet r
diffraction grating (first order blaze wavelength) which
provides high
gallium
~.J

e~f1ciency

arsen1~e

in the radiation spectrum ot

1nrrared em1tttng diodes.
-

InP?t Optical System
Davis (7) discusses the 1mportance of 1nput slit

1llum1nat1on since the 111Um1nat1on of the slit and the
sl1t width determine how much radiated energy enters the
spectrometer and produces. a useful diffraction pattern.
The solid angle

or

radiated

energy,~,

accepted by the

spectrometer 1s determined by the size of the d1ttract1on
grating and the focal length ot the collimating mirror.

This solid angle must be geometrically filled with
ra~iated

energ7 from the source, at the very least, 1n

order to utilize the instrument properly.

If an image

the source 1s focused on the slit, the solid angle

or

or

radiated energ:y rrom the input lens system, A Ls, must be

at least as large as the solid angle

or

the spectrometer,

as shown· 1n Figure 7.

' of!

I

A typical optical design for the input optical
system is best illustrated by an example.

Suppose we have

a source which radiates into a solid angle of o.~ ~
steradians and desire to design an input optical system
using 40 millimeter diameter lenses which properly
illuminates the 1nput slit
optical system

~es1gn ~o

or

the spect ometer. An input

achieve the stated objectives is

.
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'

COLLI MA T lN&
IY\ l F\ FtO F\

SOU RC.E.
INPUT
bl-IT

INPUT

LENS ~Y5TEM

Fig. 7

Illumination of spectrometer

illustrated 1n Figure 8 where 5-c.'- 1s equal to the tocal

.length of the collimating lens and the distance between
the lens and the source, 5- FL. 1s equal to the focal length

of the focustng lens and the

d1st~~ce

between the lens and

input sl1 t, CL 1s equal to the lens diameter end
eq~tal

to the separation between the lenses •
.··. COLL tMil T'N6-

LENS

FOC.lJS \NG
LENS

SOURCE.

Fig • .8

Input optical system design

L

1s

.

'
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The first step will be to calculate the value of

5-c."-•

We can make use

or

the fact that solid angle

1s defined as the surface area at a given radius d1v1ded
by the square

or

..n.

the radius.

= 'tr <dJ 2 >2. I

This resUlts 1n

.fc.~

(4.1)

Solving tor fc.'-' we obtain

= JYrt_o_
=

d/2

J'IT 1o. oq, '17"

I.J./2 em

10 em

a

The next step 1s to calculate the value of
Here we make use of the fact that the

~/number

f

FL.•

of the

spectrometer must equal the f/number of the focusing lens.
The latter 1s given by

t /number =

5 FL I

(4.2)

cL

.'•

The f/number for the

spectromete~

is found to be 10
.,

from the manufacturers data for a measurement wavelength
of 91+0 nanometers.

a

'

Solving equation tt..2 for

:f FLg1ves

40 em

'!'he va~ue of)_ is not critical but should be kept

small 1n order to m1n1m1ze design problems.
It is pointed out that this same design concept is

·~

. '

)0

applicable to the output of the spectrometer.

A

coll1mat1ng lens can be used to colltmste the diverging
output of the spectrometer while a second focusing lens
can provide

for ~

1mag1ng of the slit onto a sample (usefu1
. for absorption spectroscopy).

The input slit width to be used depends on the
method of slit 1llum1nat1on, the fraction of theoretical
resolution desired and the required throughput.

These

factors must be carefully considered tn order to provide

the .basts. required for wavelength measurement.
. While not a problem for our application since we
have a single wavelength source, a problem sometimes

occurs when the spectrometer 1s used to measure spec1f1c
wavelengths

or

a source with a wide spectral range.

The

result is an overlapptng of orders which occurs when
d1t-:ferent wavelengths appear at the s ,ame angle but 1n

different orders.

For example, if a spectrum at 750

nanometers 1s to be observed 1n the f1rst order,
wavelengths of 375 and 250 nanometers will appear at
exactly the same angle.

'

There must be some aux111&17

dispersion or filtering to separate these orders 1f
overlapping is to be avoided.

usually combtnat1ons of

transmission filters (input filtering) and photograp 1c
emulsion (output filtering) are used to properl7 separate

overlapping orders.

Another technique is a use of a prism

pred1sperser to select the spectral wavelength rang

ot

..

.

--

'

)1

interest.
~.~

Output Measurement
There are many output measurement techniques

available to determine the output emission of a
spectrometer.

The major point to be made 1n this area is

that the output to be measured 1s a function of the
diffraction grating efficiency (which is a function of
wavelength).

To complicate the matter, the measurement

device (eye, photod1ode,

photomul~1pl1er

tube,

photographic film, eto.) also has a sensitivity which 1s a
function of wavelength.

Therefore, extreme care must be

taken when comparing measured or observed relative values

.

· O~

spectral emission, especially when there 1s a larg
l

difference tn wavelength •

. ·· .

.

'

CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL

MEASUREMENTS

5.1 General Information
The experimental measurements cover two areas.

The

rirst is the pulse mode operation measurement of values of
transient thermal resistance

or

an infrared emitting diode.

Measurements will be taken for different values of pulse
width and duty cycle.

The second is to compare transient

thermal resistance predicted values of peak emission
·wavelength change agatnst measured values.

5.2 Transient Thermal Resistance Measurements
The infrared emitting diode selected for transient
thermal resistance measurements was the Monsanto ME

71~0

type because it 1s typical of a wide var1et7 or other
..

.•

devices.

The first measurement procedure was to obtain the

rorward voltage

~ersus

'

temperature curve for a constant

forward current, 1n this case 10 milliamperes.

The

purpose was to provide a baseline to determine the actual

junction temperature of the tnrrared emitting diode at the
end of a current pulse.

shown 1n Figure 9.

The basic calibration c1rcu1t 1s

The oven temperature was measured

ustng a copper-constantan thermocouple and a digital

.

"

.

'

OVEN

---------.

I

I

~:

I

yf'

~I

I

:
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!

~
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I
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Fig. 9 Forward voltage versus
3unct1on temperature calibration
circuit
temperature indicator.

A digital Yoltmeter was used to

measure the forward voltage of the diode and a laboratory
type milliammeter was used to measure the diode forward
current.

The resistor R'-ia for overload current

protection while Rv 1s used to maintain the 10 milliampere
~orward

currsnt •

. As expected, the resulting data showed the variation
ln forwa~d voltage over a temperature range from 25°C to~

75°C to vary linearly with temperature. The measured
~orward voltage temperature coefficient was -1.76 mv/°C

as compared to the manufacturers stated value ot -1.8 mv/°C.
Having defined a baseline to measure the junction
temperature at the end of a current pulse, the next step
was to build a measurement circuit to obtain data to
calculate values of transient thermal resistance.

This

.

. '

circuit is presented 1n Figure 10.

A continuous forward

current of 10 milliamperes is passed through the diode
when the transistor 1s turned

orr.

Th1s enables the

......
.

-

.
· Fig. 10

Transient thermal resistance

data measurement circuit

determination of the junction temperature by measuring
the

~orward

voltage across the diode and r1nd1ng the

corresponding

tempe~ature

on the calibration graph.

During the application of a current pulse through the
transistor driver circuit, the jundtion temperature rises
to a value dependent on the transient thermal resistance
of the diode.

Ir we place an oscilloscope across the

diode, we can measure the forward voltage tmmediately
after the input pulse goes to zero and obtain the junction

temperature at the end of the applied pulse.

This

approach was not used, however, because of the small

.•

3.5

l

variation 1n forward voltage observed during the
measurement process.

Instead, a measurement was made

or

the change tn forward voltage at the end of a current pulse
with respect to the ambient (no pulse input) :forward
t

voltage.
~1gure

•

A plot of -these measurements 1s presented in

11, and

power pulse.

re~resents

the application of a ?.58 watt

The rise at the end

or

the curve is due to

the fact that the junction temperature d1d not return to
ambient temperature prior to the application of the next
pulse.

Pulse current was measured by interchanging the

diode and RR• a one ohm resistor, and measuring the
voltage drop across the resistor.

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

z.oo
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6'00
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100

300

F1g. 11 Forward. voltage var1at1cn
as a function of pulse w1dth
~e value of e~A(t) was calculated using equation

J.l

..
with 9 7 A{t)

TR.

'

)6

subst1tu~ed

The value

for

o~ T~- T~

e3'1\

and T A substituted for

was determined by dividing the

measured voltage contained 1n Figure 11
A summary of the calculated values of

by

1.76 mil11volts.

e~A(t)

are presented

-·

1n Table 5-1, for various pulse conditions.
Table 5-1.

Summary of Results
Duty
Cycle

Pulse Width
(microseconds)
50

6:r~( t)

6

C/W

• 01

1.8?

100

.02

2.99

150

.03

4.~9

200

• Oif.

5.62

250

.os

6.)7

.06

?.tf,9

350

.07

8.99

400

.08

~50

.09

11.99

.500

.10

13.11

)00
I

..

I

10.11

•

5.3 Wavelength Measurements

'

The first procedure was to check the spectrometer

to insure that all components were properlr mounted and

that the various image planes were properly centered.
Some small adjustments were required and were accomplished
1n accordance with the tnformat1on contained 1n the

instruction manual.
The next 3tep was to calibrate the measurement

.

..
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This was accomplished by using a low pressure

tnstrument.

mercury lamp and 1ts associated
line image at
~6.0?

th~

~6.07

nanometer visible

spectrometer wavelength settings

or

and 1,092.15 nanometers and moving the focusing

•1rror and grating holder adjustments 1n accordance with
the information contained 1n the instruction manual •
. The peak emission wavelength change of some light
and infrared emitting diodes were measured as a function

ot forward current in the conttnuous mode ot operation.
The output of the spectrometer was measured w1th an
optical power meter since the photomultiplier tubes
available for use with the spectrometer were not

..

responsive in the 940 nanometer region of the spectrum.
The observed results were 1n good agreement with the

values predicted by using the manufacturers stated values
o~ · thermal

coef~ieient
sy~tem

res1stanee,

and the wavelength temperature
7
(case temperature). The input optical
e ~,

design described 1n Chapter

~ wa~

used as a basis
.,

to couple the source to the spectrometer and produced ver1
good results.

'

The concept to measure the wavelength shift tor
pu1se mode operat1on of infrared emitting diodes vas to
· observe and record the maximum voltage output from a
photomultiplier tube or photodiode detection circuit and
plot the information on a graph.

The expected results

are illustrated in Figure 12 with the change 1n waveleng h

-·

.

'

)8

WAVELENG-TH

Fig. 12 Plot of maximum detector
output versus wavelength for a given
pulse power, duration and repetition
period
during the application of a pulse,~~. being estimated

trom the graph.
An attempt was made to build a photod1ode detector

and to use an existing one, both without success.

Based

on this and the non-availability of any other infrared
detection equipment for pulse mode operation, no
expertm.~tal

measurements were taken to compare transient

thermal resistance predicted values of peak em1ss1on
wavelength change against measurediValues.

•

·•
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CHAP!'ER 6

CONCLUSION
6.1 Discussion
The research effort has shown that the use of
transient thermal resistance 1s an applicable technique
to describe the temperature behavior of an infrared
emitting diode junction when the device is operated 1n
This being the case, we can also use this

. the pulse mode.

data to determine the peak emission wavelength change of
~he

diode

~or

pulse mode operation.

It 1s felt that with

an appropriate infrared detector, the above would have
been demonstrated by experimental measurement.
In summary, the research effort has been very

interesting and has proved itself beneficial in work
related projects.
6.2 Application

or

Research Effort

''(

l

A potential application for the use of infrared
emitting diodes based on the knowledge gained from this
research errort 1s for a remote temperature sensing system.
While the idea has not been investigated to any great
detail, it appears to have some practical uses.
The general concept is to make use of the diode's
change 1n emission wavelength as a function of temperature.

. '
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B7 operating the device in the pulse mode to increase
output power and coupling the diode to a suitable
detector, say by means of an optical fiber, we could
monitor the wavelength and determine the remote temperature.
A means to monitor the wavelength could be by the use of

narrow band optical filters.

6.J Recommendations
The Hilger-Engis Model 1000 Monochromator

Spectrometer is an excellent device with which to perform
optical measurements.

To improve 1ts usefulness, 1t is

recommended that the following accessories be purchased•
(a) Photomultiplier tube and attachment for near
infrared measurements
(b) Accessory bar

(c) Bar carriages
(d) Focusable eyepiece

..
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